Abstract
Introduction
Video indexing consists in describing the content of audiovisual sequences from a video database to allow their retrieval : this concerns television archives, digital libraries, video servers, and digital broadcasting. Like for text document indexing, the purpose is to allow contentbased retrieval instead of using only a bibliographic record. Video content includes characters, objects, dialogues, specific events occurring in a video... Video content can be described at two complementary levels :
• The semantic description : it usually requires human interpreting though some aspects can be assisted by automatic analysis.
• The visual characterisation of images, objects, and also motion, which allows retrieval by example. It is useful to exploit visual features difficult to describe with words.
The work we present in this paper is part of the Sésame 1 project (Audiovisual Sequences and Multimedia Exploration System). The project involves several complementary fields : knowledge modelling to organise video annotations, databases, high performance parallel 1 This work is partially supported by France Télécom (through CNET/CCETT), research contract N° 96 ME 17.
architectures, and semi-automatic image analysis. Since we deal with TV archives (films, reports, news, TV programs), the content variety leads us to use the interpretation capacity of the operator which is very difficult to model. We work on Mpeg compressed video which is compulsory for realistic applications [Lebourgeois 98 ].
This article focuses on motion analysis applied to video indexing. We present first results about the suitability of using interest points for motion analysis in compressed sequences.
1 Motion and moving objects analysis for video indexing
Assisting video description
Semi-automatic motion analysis and moving objects detection can simplify several tasks of video description :
Time presence of objects -Object tracking automates the detection of the interval where an object is present. This applies to objects selected manually, or to objects detected by their motion.
Summarising videos -To allow easy video browsing, shots can be represented by their background plus the moving objects (plus a sound track summary).
Shot transitions -Motion analysis makes shot transition detection more robust.
Camera motion.
Image queries
After the objects and the background are seperated by motion analysis, features extracted from them allow similarity retrieval [Benayoun 98 ].
Motion queries
The first step is to establish what can be useful for motion queries :
• using object tracks for queries by example based on a video sample or a sketch, • or describing motion in a semantic way : global motion features, significant motion, motion events (start, change of direction), interaction between objects [Courtney 97 ].
The tool : interest points
Our lab works on interest points [Bres 99], and here is a short glance about it. Interest points are defined by twodimensional signal variations in their neighbourhood, for instance at corners, as opposed to 1D variations for basic edges. They describe an image by a small amount of points, therefore they are used for image matching, in robotics and stereovision [Serra 96 We use three detection algorithms (see [Jolion 98] demo) : the Plessey detector, the Susan detector, and a multiresolution contrast detector. The formers are based on geometric models, which are well adapted for corner detection, while the latter does not and is more appropriate for natural images. The Susan detector is much faster than the others but is not very robust to Jpeg compression effects [Bres 99], which raises doubts for Mpeg videos.
For videos - Figure 1 shows the temporal superposition of interest points (the points of the first frames appear darker), next to one of the original image.
Matching interest points on consecutive images in a shot gives motion vectors, which is the basis for motion analysis [Vannoorenberghe 97 ], [Smith 98], [Gauvrit 97] (probabilistic multi-hypothesis tracking). Tracking interest points should be fast compared to pixel-based methods (optical flow or spatiotemporal segmentation) or more complex matching (edges, curvature points).
After object detection, interest points can be stored for retrieval by example. So this method does not require a full segmentation of objects.
Comparative stability of interest points detectors
From one image to the next, interest points change because of the Mpeg compression, object distortions. However, matching requires some temporal stability of the points. Here, we check this stability for compressed real videos and we compare the three detectors we have and we test thresholds' influence on stability.
Experimental protocol
We use TV archives from the French Institute of Audio-visual : Mpeg coding (352 x 288 pixels), 1445600 bit/s at 25 images/s.
• A report in street surroundings and with crowd motion : 1400 images.
• A film trailer, with numerous shots and characters in in-door scenes and with motion : 885 images.
Global measure -First we test the stability of the number of points. We use the histogram of the variation of the number of points between consecutive images. For instance in the case of the Harris detector on figure 3, 240 images had 10% more or 10% less points than the previous one.
Matching measure -On a local point of view, we test the temporal stability of interest points thanks to nearest neighbour matching (we do use this simple algorithm for tracking) : when a new point appears at a given frame, it is matched to another point in the previous frame which is matched also to its true corresponding point.
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Figure 2 : Matching conflicts
This is especially noticeable at shot cuts, where image change produces lots of such matching conflicts. The number of matching conflicts relative to the number of points of the image gives a measure of the temporal stability (we count all conflicting points even if they are matched to the same one). For instance in the case of the Harris detector on figure 6 in the appendix, 250 frames have 5 conflicts for every 100 points.
We work on two different sequences to avoid a special case, and we study stability versus the number of points on one hand and 
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Sequences.
Stability measures.

Measures robustness.
% conflicts / point number Image number Contrast Harris Susan versus motion on the other hand (motion could disturb nearest neighbour matching). Interest point detectors are based on the thresholding of a local "interest measure". If we set the threshold for the whole sequence, we get an important disparity of the number of points, especially between different shots : from a few to several hundreds. However, on one hand, a minimum number of points is needed to catch all the objects in the image (200 looks fair), and on the other hand, tracking is faster when reducing the number of points.
We tune this number by tuning the detector's threshold : first we extract points using a minimum threshold related to the minimum significant level of the measure, then we determine the right threshold from the histogram of the measures of theses points, so that it selects a predetermined number of points. Note that for the Susan detector, this may prove inadequate : the final threshold is a geometric threshold which selects the quality (corner sharpness), but at the beginning of the algorithm, an intensity threshold is used to select the final number of points, depending on the local contrast. The problem is that we would have to use a dichotomic method to determine the threshold, which means time (several point extractions).
For the other detectors parameters, we used standard values : intensity threshold = 20 for Susan, k=0.04 and α=1 for Harris.
Thresholding method -Since fixing the threshold for the whole sequence is not adequate, we can compute the threshold either for each shot (by imposing a given number of points on the first image) or for each image. This latter method can correct light variations but it could disturb the thresholding in other cases.
Results
The variation of the number of points is mostly on the 'good' side of the distribution (Figure 3) . The Harris detector has the best results, and the other two are quite equivalent.
There is no crucial difference between the results in the different experimental conditions we have just described, except the sequence Report leads to quite better results than the other one, for all detectors .
This measure is more relevant to tracking than the last one. Table 1 in the appendix presents the results : about stability, the conclusion is the same in all the experimental conditions.
Regarding thresholding, computing the threshold for each image seems a bit better.
Conclusion
We have considered the possible applications of motion analysis for video indexing : assisting moving object indexing, summarising videos, and allowing image and motion queries. We have proposed an approach based on interest point detectors.
We present our first experimental results about detectors stability in real Mpeg-compressed sequences. They show that tracking is realistic, and that Harris detector is the most stable, then the Susan detector, then the multiresolution contrast detector (note that we have not exploited the resolution levels but the lowest).
Tests show that theses conclusions are robust to motion, to the number of extracted points and to the thresholding method. About thresholding, computing the threshold for each image seems to give results a bit better than computing it only once for each shot.
Studying stability will enable us to optimize the other parameters of the detectors. Then, the next step will deal with interest point and object tracking based on features from the interest points computations or from their neighbourhood.
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